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Disney Movie Hits For Flute: Play
Along With A Full Symphony
Orchestra! Book & Online Audio

(Instrumental Play-Along). Now solo instrumentalists can play along with a dozen favorite songs
from Disney blockbusters such as Beauty and the Beast , The Lion King , Monsters, Inc. , Toy Story
2 and other beloved movies. These book/online audio packs include recordings by a full symphony
orchestra of demo tracks and backing-tracks only so you can sound like a pro playing with the
orchstra! Songs include: Beauty and the Beast * Belle * Circle of Life * Cruella De Vil * Go the
Distance * God Help the Outcasts * Hakuna Matata * If I Didn't Have You * Kiss the Girl * Prince Ali
* When She Loved Me * A Whole New World.
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I've been playing the flute for over seven years now, and I can honestly say that this is still my
favorite book to play out of. Granted, I'm a Disney fanatic, so that makes me a bit biased in my
opinion. But playing my flute along with the CD gives the feeling of playing in a band again. Plus,
this is the only book I own that has two CD tracks for every song: one with melody cues so you can
play along as you're learning, and the second with only the background music so you can play on
your own. (I like this option very much now that I know the songs, because it gives you a little
freedom to change things up, like adding a flourish here and a trill there.)Just a forewarning: this
book isn't intended for beginners. But it's great for anyone who has played for a while and just wants
something fun. I always begin and end my practice sessions with it. If you're a flute player and you
love Disney songs, please buy this book-- you won't be disappointed!

My daughter is a beginner so some of the songs are a bit difficult. There are songs she can play but
often has took ask me the fingerings. She hasn't tried it with the CD, which would be more difficult.
The music has helped her grow as a player.

I got this for one of my middle school flute students and she loves it. The accompaniment CD is high
quality, not canned MIDI music like some accompaniment CDs. It was challenging enough that she
didn't get bored working on it but not so hard that it was inaccessible. Great for young musicians
who like to show off for family and friends. I would definitely recommend this book and CD set.

I was looking for some fun sheet music for flute. This fit the bill quite nicely. The accompanying CD
is a real help with phrasing and timing. Each song has two tracks - one with melody cues and one
without. Be aware that the music is not for beginners. Some advanced beginners may want to play
around with some of the simpler songs for a challenge but don't be surprised if they get frustrated.

This book was the second of the Disney Movie Hits folios that my niece received. She loves playing
the Disney songs, and was having fun playing them Christmas night! I hope that they come out with
more of these Disney books, because the songs are fun and recognizable.

Fun to play accompanied by the full orchestra provided on the CD and easy to learn with the cue
notes version of the music. The music isn't difficult (ranges between high level beginner and low
level intermediate) but it is a good collection of songs I have known and loved for years. Fun to play
accompanied by the full orchestra provided on the CD and easy to learn with the cue notes version
of the music.

Pretty straight forward.Manuscript for the best known and loved Disney songs, for flute.Includes CD
with accompaniment (piano/midi-orchestra), or accompaniment plus flute melody cue which is great
for beginners.I would recommend this to beginners, old-hats who haven't picked up their flute in a
while for practice, or any flautist who has a warm place in their hearts for Disney classics.Would
make a great gift for girls aged 5+ who want to learn flute.

Sure, it's the melodies you remember from the early 90s, but most of the songs are barely a page
long (they space out the measures for some songs). I know when people think of Disney, they think

kids, but even this book was more simplified than I expected. True, it does have a couple of
interesting parts, but mostly, it's too basic. I would have really loved to see at least a couple of
harder songs--something to work toward. Alas, the songs are so easy most people with 1-2 years of
experience could sight read them near perfectly. Still fun, though, especially if you want to teach
someone flute.
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